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Abstrakt:

Člá ek hod otí ko epč í rá e pro for ulo á í české o ra é politiky
z hlediska ry hlé z ě y ezpeč ost ího prostředí po a e i Kry u ze
stra y ‘uska
řez u 20 a sou islosti s rostou í esta ilitou na
střed í
ý hodě a se er í Afri e. Příspě ek posuzuje rozhodují í
opatře í přijatá a politi ké, oje ské, ad i istrati í, eko o i ké
a společe ské úro ě, za účele hod o e í efekti osti české o ra é
politiky. Autoři a ízejí ěkolik zásad í h doporuče í pro z ýše í
ak es hop osti a připra e osti českého o ra ého systé u
a oz roje ý h sil jako jed é z jeho ej ýz a ější h složek, a to jak
v krátkodo é, tak i dlouhodo é perspekti ě.

Abstract:

The paper assesses the conceptual framework for Czech defence policy
formulation in the wake of a rapid change in its security environment
after ‘ussia’s a e atio of Cri ea i Mar h 20 a d the su se ue t
‘ussia support for separatists i Ukrai e’s easter pro i es a d
growing instability in the Middle East and North Africa. The article
examines key measures taken in the political, military, administrative,
economical and societal domains in order to evaluate the overall
effectiveness of Czech defence policy. Finally, the authors offer several
strategic level recommendations to enhance responsiveness and
preparedness of the Czech defence system and Armed Forces as one of
its most significant components both in short- and long-term
perspective.
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INTRODUCTION
The authors of the paper argue that the Czech Republic and its allies must be ready
for predictable and prepared for unexpected situations once it comes to safeguarding
of their defence and security. It might have been easy to say but rather difficult to
ensure. In this context the Czech Republic has instituted a number of significant
measures in response to the rapid change in its security environment after 2014. More
assertive Russia and radical Islamism as a main source of terrorism and lately also
migration wave as one of the spill over effect of conflict in Syria have remained in the
e tre of the Cze h defe e poli y atte tio si e 20 . The authors’ poi t of
departure is, however, that none of these phenomena are entirely new. Each of them
alone is merely a projection of a long-term evolution rather than any kind of revolution
and surprise. The fact that these situations with security implications for NATO, Europe
and the Czech Republic occurred simultaneously is what really is significant and this
naturally evoked the necessity to reconsider the effectiveness of our defence policy
and the way it is implemented.
On the surface it may only seem, that amid the growing dynamics in the strategic
environment the Government of the Czech Republic has adopted several strategic
1
documents and policies as an orchestrated effort with its NATO allies. But strategic
do u e ts alo e are o ly a tip of the i e erg of our respo se. Ne ertheless, these
documents create the conceptual framework for the whole range of measures in order
to enhance the Czech defence and security provision both in short- and long-term
timeframe.
Methodologically, this article is inspired by the so called Copenhagen School of
Security Studies in terms of examining defence policy issues in a broader context by
2
using interrelated sectors or categories. Thus this article aims at identifying and
assessment of undertaken measures in the effort of the Czech defence policy
adaptation which will be divided into the following categories based on their
characteristics: (1) political; (2) military; (3) administrative; (4) economical, and (5)
so ietal. Further ore, the authors’ a itio is to offer their ie o the ay ahead i
those areas in order to promote discussion on the future course of action of the Czech
defence policy evolution. Conceptually, this text is put in context of long-term
adaptation of the Czech defence policy after 1989.

1.

POINT OF DEPARTURE - CZECH DEFENCE POLICY IN 2016

Czech Defence Policy has been subject to adaptation since the end of Cold War. The
Czechoslovak military in November 1989 was a completely different sort of
organisation than we can witness today. It was an instrument serving entirely the
3
purpose of the communist regime. It was built and prepared to fulfil a grand strategy
1

Security Strategy of the Czech Republic 2015; The Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030; Concept of the
Czech Armed Forces 2025.
2
Barry Buza , Ole Wæ er, Jaap de Wilde. “e urity: A Ne Fra e ork for A alysis. 99 .
https://books.google.cz/books/about/Security.html?id=j4BGr-Elsp8C&redir_esc=y
3
82 % of professional soldiers were members of the Communist Party.
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ith predo i a tly offe si e o je ti es of pote tial superpo ers’ o fli t
accompanied most likely with a massive employment of nuclear weapons. Robust
4
military potential was kept in a high readiness mode supported by building-up plans in
order to mobilize all state resources in case of war both in terms of personnel and
material. In addition, the state owned economy was also organised in the way which
would allow sustaining the war time military structure operating under the operational
concept of high intensity military confrontation. From this perspective, it was a
complex task for the new political leadership and military senior representatives after
1989 to ensure that the new style of military organization is created and in the same
time it will be fit for the purpose under the new political circumstances and in a
5
different strategic context. During the last 26 years following the end of the Cold War,
Czech Armed Forces as well as Defence Policy went through numerous and seemingly
never-ending reorganizations. Two of the most significant milestones were reached in
1999 (NATO membership) and later in 2004 (full professionalization of the Armed
Forces).
Nowadays, the Security Strategy of the Czech Republic from 2015 provides the
fundamental conceptual framework for formulation and execution of foreign, defence
6
and internal security policy. The Security Strategy clearly states that the main concern
of the Czech Republic Government is economic and social development. However, one
of the most significant preconditions for its prosperity today and in the future is a
credible provision of security of its population, credible collective defence, fully
operational defence arrangements for ensuring our sovereignty and territorial integrity
and open access to foreign markets and trades with vital raw materials.
The Czech defence policy is traditionally the main focal point of the document called
7
Defence Strategy. This document was not updated since 2012. It defines three pillars
on which the Czech defence policy is currently based. These are: (1) responsible
approach by the state to the defence and international commitments (collective
8
defence); (2) capable armed forces; and (3) national defence as a civic duty. While the
Defence Strategy may be seen as already outdated (in 2016) due to its time of
creation, the three pillars are without any doubt valid in the long-term perspective and
constitute a significant contribution to conceptual and holistic defence thinking.
Besides the strategic context Defence Strategy especially defines political-military
ambitions for the development of the Czech Armed Forces (CZAF) which basically
describe the size of the forces which can be deployed into operations.
Based on the situation these can be:
[1] In the case of an armed conflict which threatens the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the Czech Republic, all forces and assets of the CZAF are employed,
including an option to invoke conscription.
[2] For NATO Article 5 collective defence, the Czech Republic provides land and air
4

In 1989 the personnel strength of Czechoslovak Armed Forces was 120 thousand military and 80 thousand
civilians.
5
Comparing quantitative and qualitative parameters of Czechoslovak respectively Czech Armed Forces 1989 and
2016 one can argue that military potential of Czech Republic was reduced approximately 10 times.
6
Security Strategy of the Czech Republic, Prague 2015. ISBN 978-80-7441-007-9. Available at:
http://www.mzv.cz/file/1483514/Security_Strategy_CZ_2015.pdf
7
The Defence Strategy of the Czech Republic, Prague 2012. Available at:
http://www.army.cz/images/id_8001_9000/8503/STRATEGIE_an.pdf
8
The Defence Strategy of the Czech Republic, Prague 2012.
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forces earmarked to that effect in the framework of the NATO Defence Planning
Process. Their core element consists of a brigade-size task force formed on the
basis of a mechanised brigade.
[3] Subject to a given situation, the Czech Republic is able to concurrently or
gradually assign the following forces and assets for international crisis
management operations: a) a land battalion task force, or an air force
equivalent, rotated after a six-month period; as part of this deployment, the
CZAF are able to provide a multinational task force command element for up to
twelve months; b) a company-size land or air task force rotated after a sixmonth period; c) a battalion-size task force assigned for high readiness stand-by
arrangements of NATO (NATO Response Force) or the EU (EU Battle Group).
[4] The Czech Republic is also able to contribute to additional operations with
specialised forces or expert teams, including but not limited to the Special
9
Operations Forces and mentoring and training teams.
Judging by the size of forces which could be deployed under the terms of Defence
Strategy, it seems that level of Czech political – military ambition is not precisely
defined and in the same time not tailored to the growing demand on military
capability. Even despite significant change of our security landscape and attitudes of
political elite towards defence, these ambitions remain still valid and as such require
thorough reconsideration in due time.
To be more specific, there are two most significant deficiencies in our politicalmilitary ambition we can observe. The first one is the battalion size task force offered
for crisis response operation under non - Article 5 scenario. The Czech Republic should
be able to do more under current circumstances. It should offer a brigade level task
10
force as it was stipulated in the Defence Strategy 2008. The reason for that is clear.
NATO still has great value in an unstable world, including that as an anchor for Britain
as it prepares to leave the European Union. As always, this value - the value of the
whole - depends on the commitments of the individual nations to deliver on their
11
promises.
The second one and even more significant is the high level of ambiguity when it
comes to the scope of forces expected to defend our country - the so alled all
available forces”. However, no one knows for sure what it means in reality. What are
the quantitative parameters on which the development of the CZAF in this case should
be focused? What command and force structure is actually required for providing
credible defence capability for defending the country (of course) in the context of the
collective defence arrangement? Frankly speaking, the Czech Republic does not have a
solid and sound answer to these questions, yet. Given the unfavourable security
situation this ambition should be specified sooner rather than later. A window of
DYČKA, Lukáš; MIČÁNEK, Fra tišek. Challe ges i the process of creating long-term strategic documents within
the Cze h ‘epu li ’s defe e se tor. I : The Co ple a d Dy a i Nature of the “e urity E iro e t.
Bu hurest: Carol I Natio al Defe e U i ersity, Ce tre for Defe e a d “e urity “trategi “tudies, Bucurest,
Romania, 2013, p. 167-173. ISSN 2285-8415.
10
The Military Strategy of The Czech Republic, Prague 2008. Available at:
http://www.army.cz/assets/files/5819/The_Military_Strategy_of_the_Czech_Republic-2008.pdf
11
Keeping NATO Relevant and United. The New York Times. July 15, 2016. Available at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/15/opinion/keeping-nato-relevant-and-united.html?smid=twnytopinion&smtyp=cur&_r=1
9
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opportunity will be open this year with the ministers of defence invitation on
elaboration of the new operational concept of the CZAF - for the purpose of this text
12
Cap Stone Concept”. This kind of document should provide inevitably more clarity
on the two following critical questions. Firstly, how the potential employment of the
CZAF might look like? Secondly, what are the capabilities in quantitative and qualitative
terms required to make these employments successful?
13
Based on a comprehensive analysis of the Czech defence policy we can argue that
the current Defence Strategy interprets a legacy of rather questionable resource
driven strategy to safeguarding defence and provision of defence sector necessary
14
capability. It does not deal adequately with the increasing urgency of security
challenges, accepts insufficient financing for defence and is willing to accommodate
even the high operational risks stemming from moribund defence sector capabilities
15
and its overall rather unsatisfactory performance.
The impact of resource driven kind of defence strategy applied in more than two
and half decade is the long-term underfinancing of defence, insufficient performance
of the defence sector and declined of the armed forces capabilities of almost all
European allies. Shrinking defence budgets and the increasing costs of defence
capabilities prevent many allies from meeting their allocated capability targets, thus
widening the capability gap between US and the European allies.
The CZAF were not saved from these developments. The CZAF capabilities are
considerably constrained by understaffed structures, insufficient training, aging
16
equipment and infrastructure and limited scope of stock (especially ammunition).

2.

POLITICAL DOMAIN

After 1993 the Czech defence policy and military strategy were built on the
assumption that direct military attack against the Czech Republic and its allies is not
12

Cap Stone Concept is a term used in NATO framework for a top level conceptual document communicating
parameters and circumstances on the use of military power in future security and operational environment in
order to fulfil political-military ambitions and rich political and military end state as defined in security and
defence national strategies e.g. Department of the Army. U.S. Army Cap Stone Concept. TRADOC Pam 525-3-0.
U.S. ARMY, 2012. Available at: http://www.tradoc.army.mil/tpubs/pams/tp525-3-0.pdf
13
P‘OCHÁ)KA, Josef; JANOŠEC, Josef; TŮMA, Mirosla . O ranná politika Československé a České repu liky
(1989-2009). Praha: Ministerstvo obrany - Preze tač í a i for ač í e tru PIC MO , 20 0, 2 0 p. ISBN 97880-7278.
14
P‘OCHÁ)KA, Josef. Adaptatio of the Cze h ‘epu li Defe e Poli y - Lessons Learned. Security and Defence,
2015, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 15-28. ISSN 2300-8741.
15
Performance of defence sector is subject to periodical assessment within the MoD and NATO regular planning
cycle. Performance is evaluated by MoD on annual basis through Report on Defence Provision and by NATO
biannually in the process named as National Plans Evaluation. Performance is usually assessed across the
functional areas (doctrines, organisation, training, material, leadership, personnel, facilities, interoperability)
and against the strategic objectives and key tasks. There is enough evidence on strengths and weaknesses in
the overall performance of Czech defence sector, many of them communicated in media. Gabal put like this:
We have een feeding cat and now she should start catching ouse again and we are surprised she is not
able to do it anymore’. Available at: http://zpravy.idnes.cz/odnaucili-jsme-kocoura-zrat-hajil-gabal-navrhpridat-2-miliardy-armade-12a-/domaci.aspx?c=A151118_110832_domaci_kop
16
White Paper on Defence 2011 in reaction to the dramatically shrinking defence budget proposed many
unpopular changes in terms of termination of some non-essential military capabilities. White Paper on
Defence 2011. Available at: http://www.mocr.army.cz/assets/en/ministry-ofdefence/whitepaperondefence2011_2.pdf
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probable and it will be easily predictable, which would make preparation for such
situation easier. Today the situation evolved. Lessons learned from the current armed
conflicts in Georgia 2008 and especially the Russian aggression in Ukraine in 2014
proved that the growing instability of strategic environment and its unpredictability
17
require more prudent approach to defence provision.
The aforementioned change of the security environment served as a wakeup call for
political elites both on the international and national levels. The Alliance responded by
18
the Wales Summit Declaration with measures such as Readiness Action Plan, Defence
Investment Pledge, etc. As this is not the main scope of this article, details may be
omitted. More importantly after the long period of rather relaxed attitudes to defence
issues the Czech political leadership has begun to change its political mind-set and took
action.
Firstly, the renewed conceptual framework has been established by adopting
several strategic documents. These include The Long Term Perspective for Defence
2030; Concept of the Czech Armed Forces 2025 and Concept Development on Services
2025, while more documents are in the process of preparation e.g. National Armament
Strategy, Strategy for Defence Industry Support etc.
The underlining theme of all of these documents is that the risk of direct military
attack on the Czech Republic remains low - nevertheless, the possibility that some of
the NATO or EU allies might be confronted with an immediate military threat cannot
be ruled out. In this situation the Czech Republic might be called on to fulfil its
collective defence commitments.
In addition the probability that the Czech Republic will be involved in the military
kind of confrontation at NATO periphery is increasing and time for effective - the most
likely - multinational reaction is significantly shortened (weeks or months - not years).
In order to establish once again the required equilibrium between objectives
E ds a d resour es Mea s , i 20 the Chair e of the oalitio parties of the
Czech government signed the Agreement on ensuring defence of the Czech Republic,
the goal of hi h is the sta ilizatio of the ou try’s defe e udgets i the future 0
years. The defence expenditures were supposed to be progressively increased to reach
19
1.44% GDP in 2020 , which is a promising - but still inadequate - commitment, given
the NATO recommendation to spend 2% GDP on defence.
These assumptions and already adopted conceptual framework provide demanding
political guidance for the defence sector and development of the CZAF capabilities. The
question which remains to be answered is if there is a strong political will to support
the political guidance with adequate resources in longer perspective. Thus defence and
military deserve stability and predictability to plan the necessary measures and
implement them on time, on budget and within the required parameters. The next
elections in 2017 will show the true commitment of the Czech political leadership and
politi al parties’ i tegrity i ter s of defe e a d se urity pro isio s. Defence policy
should not become a subject of political competition in modern democracy.

Marti P. NATO, ‘ussia o
olisio ourse : A e Cold War guide. The Globe and Mail. July 9. 2016.
Wales Summit Declaration, 2014, http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_112964.htm
19
Czech Coalition Agreement. 2014. http://www.army.cz/en/ministry-of-defence/newsroom/news/czechgovernmental-coalition-sign-agreement-on-the-progressive-increase-of-the-defence-budget-101455/
17
18
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MILITARY DOMAIN

In any case the new political guidance has significant military implications because it
puts the armed forces in different conceptual framework - from light” expeditionary
sort of apa ilities to the heavier” capability with adequate fire power and protection
for high intensity military confrontation. However this shift is far from easily
achievable, because the focus on expeditionary operations was heavily favoured by
20
political elites at least since 2007 and as a result it has also become firmly rooted in
the strategic documents. It is no surprise that it also had a profound influence on
military acquisitions (IVECO and DINGO armoured vehicles etc.). For example the
White Paper on Defence from 2011 stated that the development of capabilities should
fo us o
o
it e t to aterial a d e uip e t that ill ost likely e deployed i
21
operatio s .
In response to this no longer valid approach and under the changed security
premises the Czech Republic needs balanced and credible military capabilities within
well performed defence sector including fast political decision making, mobilisation of
all available resources and ensured security of supply. Furthermore, the new political
guidance significantly increases requirements on preparedness and readiness. In this
context, rapid augmentation of the existing professional Armed Forces is of utmost
importance.
Different set of strategic assumptions influence the way the CZAF might be
employed in order to mitigate a wide spectrum of potential security risks and defend
22
the ou try’s ital a d strategi i terests. The CZAF are required to fulfil a whole
range of military operations ranging from high intensity warfare (such as collective
defence against external attack) to Support of Integrated Rescue System in crisis
situations.
The mission and main tasks of the CZAF are well set out in the Act No. 219/1999
Coll., on the Czech Armed Forces and they stem from NATO and EU membership. In
addition to that a capability development process of the CZAF is oriented by the
political - military ambitions and multinational commitments, e.g. capability targets as
an outcome of the NATO Defence Planning Process.
The military response to political tasking embraces two strands of actions: (1)
Support to NATO immediate reaction to Russia activities and (2) Long-term adaptation
of the Czech Armed Forces Capability.

3.1 The First Strand of the Short-Term Actions
In practical terms the Czech Republic supports the implementation of the decisions
made during the Newport summit, with the Readiness Action Plan (RAP). At this
moment the Czech Republic envisages providing a special operation unit and an
airborne unit (roughly 150 personnel in total ith t o days Noti e To Mo e i to the
20

Armed Forces ready to enhance its expeditionary capabilities. Idnes.cz, 2007, http://zpravy.idnes.cz/armadachce-zvysit-sve-expedicni-schopnosti-fmm-/zpr_nato.aspx?c=A071031_212201_zpr_nato_inc
21
White Paper on Defence. 2011. http://www.army.cz/assets/en/ministry-ofdefence/whitepaperondefence2011_1.pdf
22
Concept of the Czech Armed Forces 2025. MoD, Prague 2015. Available at:
http://www.mocr.army.cz/images/id_40001_50000/46088/KVA__R_ve__ejn___verze.pdf
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so called Very High Readiness Forces (VJTF). Further contributions will be considered
23
once the VJTF concept is specified in NATO. The CZAF also increased assignments of
units to NRF (over 800 soldiers in 2016). Nearly 300 soldiers are deployed in the NATO
Resolute Support mission in Afghanistan, EU mission in Mali, etc. We will also
participate in the so called Forward Presence in East Europe.
Capacity building with partner nations such as Iraq, Jordan or Ukraine (providing
ammunition, training teams or logistics) is also increasing as well as our solidarity with
allies (Baltic Air Policing or additional Air Policing mission over Iceland freeing Canadian
Air Forces for mission against the so called Islamic state in 2015).

3.2 The Second Strand of the Longer-Term Adaptation
Domestic military reaction includes more long-term measures such as formation of
rd
new units (143 “upply Battalio at Lip ík ad Beč ou or Special Forces Support
Centre in Olomouc etc.). The future ambition is to balance the capabilities of both
th
th
existing combat brigades (4 and 7 ) in order to create a brigade level task force on
the principle of modularity to ensure flexibility.
In terms of the CZAF capability development the Midterm Plan is approved and only
about 11% of defence budget in average will be invested in the modernisation effort
which is well under the promised level of 20% of defence budget allocated to military
investments. As for the material procurement, surprisingly not much has happened
since 2014. But future armed forces will be less focused on expeditionary operations
thus re uiri g hea ier hard are a d firepo er. “e eral su h proje ts ere
envisaged mainly in the Concept of the Czech Armed Forces 2025. The replacement of
BMP-2 vehicles, procurement of mobile radars, close air support capabilities and NATO
caliber guns just to name a few.
The esse tial o po e t is
a po er
hi h fa es ot o ly egati e
demographic trends (addressed in a separate chapter) but also constrains in the field
of education and training. On the national level exercises currently rarely exceed the
battalion level and mobilization mechanisms have not been checked for over two
decades.
An ambitious plan is designed to recruit high number of professional soldiers (1800
new soldiers in 2016 and 2000 in 2017) as well as members of active reserves (to reach
5000 in 2025 - currently less than 1300 positions are filled). Currently over 5000
positions are not filled - some units are only at the 65% level of manning.
A critical requirement in the military domain is the ability to identify capability needs
both in short- and long-term perspectives and to advocate their importance and
criticality for effective operational deployments to our political leadership and all
taxpayers. Furthermore, the military must be able to develop functional operational
requirements which will serve as a critical guide for the acquisition process. We need to
strengthen our defence planning and established sound process addressing
uncertainty and unpredictability (variety of planning situation and scenarios),

23

DYČKA, Lukáš; MIČÁNEK, Fra tišek. Cze h ‘epu li i NATO - From Admiration to Reliance. In: Proceedings
International Scientific Conference Strategies XXI: The Complex and Dynamic Nature of the Security
E iro e t. Bu harest, ‘o a ia: Carol I Natio al Defe e U i ersity - Centre for Defence and Security,
2014, pp. 253-259. ISSN 2285-8318.
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constrained resources (prioritisation and risks management) and long- time delivery
of capabilities (long-term planning timeframe).
It is obvious that the peacetime defence posture and readiness of the CZAF must
allow for building up a credible war time command and force structure and
enhancement of national security and defence system capability and capacity including
protection against cyber threats and misleading propaganda (addressed in the
following chapters).

4.

ADMINISTRATIVE DOMAIN

In the area of security and defence provision the administrative domain
encompasses the president, parliament, government as well as all local government
bodies and municipalities responsible for safeguarding the security of the population
and the defence of the country. Nevertheless, this article focuses on the internal MoD
functions and structures. Lately it can be argued, that one of the underlining topics in
the defence sector administration is the growing feeling that times when various
reforms were implemented chiefly in order to deliver savings, is inevitably over.
Strengthening effectiveness and performance should be the order of the day.
Howe er, it doesn’t ean wasting. Strong pu li o ersight of tax-payers money must
be ensured through enhanced transparency and accountability.
The current MoD structure is therefore an outcome of several reorganisations
o du ted duri g the last fe years. The pri iple that stru ture follo s fu tio
was notably breached in creation of two separate divisions in the area of armaments
and cooperation with the defence industry. The structure was also modified after the
Act No. 234/2014 (Law on State Service) was passed. Notably it introduced the position
of a state secretary who is supposed to stabilise civilian servants and minimise the
influence of political fluctuation in MoD. In addition, positions of political deputies of
the minister were replaced by strictly non-political members of state service, but so far
in reality these positions are held by the same people as before.
The fundamental function for implementation of defence policy goals is acquisition.
This function has deteriorated during the years of economic austerity. Processes were
not adapted properly and personnel competencies gradually declined. The New
Armament Strategy is in the process of elaboration. It aims at implementing best
practices - smart acquisition, sound project management and proper management of
life cycle. Preferred pri iple for
aterial pro ure e t is Go er e t to
Go er e t . It should i i ise orruptio a d create additional security guarantees
follo i g the pro er By uyi g our eapo s, you also uy our frie dship .
The second most significant function is the human resource management. It should
be able to implement personnel policy in its complexity and to guarantee skilled and
motivated people for each function as stipulated in the Act No. 221/1999 (Law on
Military Service). New career management system for professional soldiers should deal
with understaffed command and force structures, lack of motivation, declining
knowledge, inadequate age structure of military personnel.

5.

ECONOMICAL DOMAIN

In the European context, after the end of Cold war for more than two decades
11
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economic interests prevailed over defence issues and the peace dividend was taken
irresponsibly especially in the time of economic austerity. As a result of political
disinterest in military matters, the financial crisis after 2009 hit the defence sector
severely. The following six years were dominated by budget cuts and most of European
Ally armies were frequently seen as a source of money into such extend, that main
political-military ambitions were virtually only to cut expenses.
In the Czech Republic this logic continued to prevail even up to the last elections - as
illustrated in numerous debates before the 2013 parliamentary elections. The sharpest
fall in expenses came in 2010 - when these dropped from 1.43% of GDP to just 1.29% in
2013. Interestingly this coincided with the new phase of the long-term documents
development. The overall Czech defence budget was slashed from 2010 to 2014 by
more than 30%. The bottom was hit in 2013 when defence expenditures amounted only
to 42 billion CZK (1.08% of GDP) - again coinciding with the commencement of works on
the Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030; Concept of the Czech Armed Forces 2025.
This may seem that reforms are carried out only in times of scarcity - which implies that
su h ela oratio of strategi do u e ts is al ays a out do sizi g rather tha
o eptual de elopi g of the ar ed forces.
Balancing the requirements and resources is still a well-known resource allocation
dilemma. Nevertheless, the era of doing more with less has become obsolete by
Russian annexation of Crimea and its role in the Ukrainian crisis afterwards. One of the
potential effects is that the total global defence spending rose by 1% in real terms in
2015. It is the first increase since 2011. The world military expenditures were 1676
24
billion USD in 2015.
Moreover, allocation of resources differs considerably even among the NATO
nations. The European nations with the most powerful military e.g. UK, FR and DE
indicate their intent to spend more on defence in the foreseen future to fulfil their
defence pledge commitments made in Wales. On the other hand, smaller NATO
European ally defence spending is still falling - albeit by meagre 1.3% annually. This
does not apply to the Central/Eastern European NATO member states which increased
their defence spending substantially by 13% in average. Yet, there are exceptions such
as Poland which increased its defence budget by 22% in 2015. Thus, it seems that a
new trend is set out in the Alliance. Whether this is a sign of NATO fragmentation
remains to be seen. What is certain, however, this mismatch is a result of different
threat perception among the allies that they face today.
To make this matter even more challenging, the European allies are under a
climbing pressure from the US to spend the recommended 2% of their GDP on
defence. The US alone allocates approximately 75% (in real terms 583 billion of USD) of
25
total NATO defence expenditures. The most often used argument is that in order to
maintain solid transatlantic relations in the longer term the European pillar in NATO
should do more for a credible collective defence and provide meaningful contribution
26
to it. Unfortunately, the cohesion of NATO is under risks, because widespread
consensus has emerged in the United States that European allies fail to pay their share
24

Trends in World Military Expenditures 2015. SIPRI Fact Sheet, April 2016.
Defence News. US Army Pivots to Europe As Russian Threat Grows. February 15, 2016.
26
Odehnal, J. (2015). Military expenditures and free-riding in NATO. Peace Economics, Peace Science and Public
Policy, 21(4), pp. 479-487.
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27

when it comes to defence.
The noticeable discrepancy between positions of NATO and the Czech Republic
regarding financing was noticed on Wales Summit in September 2014. The Wales
Summit Pledge on Defence Investment stipulates commitment of member states to
finally increase the defence spending targeting the 2% GDP level. There is indeed a
consensus among the coalition parties in the Czech government signed in August 2014
to gradually increase our defence budget - but only to 1.4% of the GDP by 2020. This
time period is not only quite distant, but it is after the next elections which may result
in a different ruling coalition without any need to honour even the agreed level of 1.4%
28
of GDP on defence. In any case spending 2% of GDP on defence as requested by
NATO is simply not going to happen any time soon.
But the amount of expenditures is only one part of the equation, the unhealthy
structure of defence expenditures is the other. The so called 50/30/20 formula for
defence expenditures, with 50 percent of the budget going for personnel costs, 30
percent for operations and maintenance, and 20 percent for modernization is the long
term goal in the Czech Republic, but the planned proportions of defence budget in
29
2016 are 56/33/11. The positive trend is the reduction of personnel expenditures in
the aftermath of the economic crisis which rose to staggering 62% in 2014. But even
our 62% (in 2014) pale in contrast to several allied countries such as Portugal, Greece,
30
Belgium or Italy where personnel costs are attacking 80% of their defence budget
which is a worrying trend. Hard decision must be made in order to support the
development of the most pressing capability gaps and priorities. In practice it means
predictability of defence budget addressing the NATO requirement of 2% GDP
including its healthy internal structure ensuring that 20% of defence budget will be
freed up for modernisation of the aging military equipment and infrastructure, e.g.
helicopters, artillery, air defence, radars, and armoured fighting vehicles. The capital
investment is a strategic portfolio which requires long-term outlook up to 30 years,
wider political consensus and public support.

5.1 Security of supply
While in 2015 the Czech Republic initiated an analysis of dependency of Allies on
Russian equipment, its own security of supply poses unacceptable risk to our freedom
of action. One of the objectives taken to mitigate this risk on the conceptual level is the
newly prepared Strategy on Defence Industry Support which is currently being finalized
(June 2016). Among other measures it i trodu es the o ept of “trategi “upplier
which will enjoy specific status in exchange for tighter control of its ownership, security
of information, etc. In practice it means that such company could be directly awarded
27

Mattelaer A., Revisiting the Principles of NATO Burden-Sharing. Parameteres 46(1) Spring 2016.
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International Scientific Conference Strategies XXI: The Complex and Dynamic Nature of the Security
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2014, pp. 253-259. ISSN 2285-8318.
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30
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contract for material without competition particularly in time of crisis and armed
conflict or in the situation in which essential security interests of the state are at stake.
Such approach is acceptable even under Article 346 of the Treaty on European Union
31
and the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union. On the more general level
the perception of defence industry shifted from purely economic asset boosting
national economy to defence instrument necessary for the CZAF support. The next
logical step is to identify priority areas of defence industry competencies we need to
keep and develop in the future.

6. SOCIETAL DOMAIN
Te h ologi al odels a d ost dis ussio s of future ar , ‘MA, et . - heavily if
not exclusively technology-driven) cannot describe the real wars which we have
already experienced in the post-Cold War era. The courses of these wars have in fact
been driven not by technology (which remains essentially a tool), but by the complex
interplay among opposing sets of popular emotions, military skills, and political
calculations. The defence potential of every state is traditionally based upon the
32
Clause itzia otio of tri ity of people, ar y, a d go er e t . While ar y a d
go er e t ere o ered i the pre ious hapters, it is the so ietal do ai that is
often overlooked. And although a lot has been done on conceptual level for the armed
forces capability enhancement, very little for the overall improvement of societal
resilience. Several initiatives and programmes exist from the past - albeit with
questionable results - su h as the so alled Preparatio of itize s for the defe e of
the state Cze h a re iatio POKO“ . Nu erous other a ti ities orga ized ostly
y the C)AF are rather P‘ orie ted display Bah a or Cihel a a d their pote tial
to truly enhance societal resilience is limited. In order to make progress in this field
interagency and complex approach is required, starting from primary school education.
This approach, while generally accepted, bears legacy of pre-1989 period and as such it
is ha pered y its politi al se siti ity. By resilie e
e u dersta d ot o ly
preparation for war itself in conventional terms, but also reinforcing awareness of
society in the area of cyber space, social media and potential threat of enemy
propaganda tools.
Strategic communication has ee rea ti e rather tha proa ti e i the past.
The result is an alarmingly low knowledge of ordinary citizens about the defence
sector. Only 20% of respondents in public survey were able to correctly guess the size
of CZAF or defence budget. The natural outcome is that just 43% of respondents are
33
willing to participate in defence of the country in case of war. The Ministry of
Defence currently commenced work on the Strategic Communication Concept. One of
the key preconditions is that it will be orchestrated with other ministries, but
naturally it is the Ministry of Interior that has the lead in this case.
31

Article 346 TFEU. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/defence/more_on_defence_procurement_en.
pdf
32
Christopher Bassford and Edward J. Villacres. Reclaiming the clausewitzian trinity. Available at:
https://www.clausewitz.com/readings/Bassford/Trinity/TRININTR.htm
33
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An inherent part of potential scenario is also a hybrid kind of activities targeting the
34
ou tries’ cyber space. Allies will likely agree during a summit meeting in Warsaw in
2016 to designate cyber as an official operational domain of warfare, along with air,
sea, land, and space. Cyber security capability that the Czech MoD is going to maintain
35
and develop will embrace passive, preventive and reactive measures. Critical
capability gap within the C2 domain includes also a secured line of communication in
integrated national and multinational information environment which we are still
unable to resolve effectively.
Despite the acknowledgment that societal resilience, cyber and strategic
communication are essential elements of the Czech Republic defence capability, more
needs to be done conceptually. Additionally, we should allocate more resources
toward these areas and institutionalise holistic approach - clear responsibilities and
organisational arrangement should be established. It seems that stove piping is not the
ideal way forward because it would again create an unacceptable risk to our defence
provision. Simply, we need more multinational, inter-agency, inter-services
coordination and cooperation on the horizontal level in the system to achieve
synergies.
Furthermore, there are several potential risks stemming from the nature of the
societal domain. Firstly, the aging population and limited physical fitness of the young
population constitute a heavy burden for the CZAF. Lowering overall physical
requirements is undoubtedly the road to hell. More flexible recruitment policy is
needed. Solution might lie in the tailored approach matching requirements to the
character of the supposed soldier assignment. Additionally, in time of the growing
economy the CZAF are competing with the police and fire rescue service on labour
market over the same pool of candidates.
The second, even more strategically relevant, issue is the defective linkage between
the professional armed forces and the rest of our society. The Czech MoD should
capitalise on the positive attitude of our society do the CZAF in this regard. Even
though currently 61% of population of the Czech Republic believe in the ability of the
36
CZAF to defend successfully its sovereignty , only around one fifth of our citizens is
actively seeking information about the armed forces. Thus it can be argued that for
large majority of population armed forces remain mostly invisible. The motivation to
join armed forces is not only question of salary and benefits but mainly that of prestige
and visibility.
The armed forces must reach out to the Czech young population in a more
proactive way, e.g. social media and modern forms of communication.

34

At NATO Summit in Warsaw cyber space was recognised as a domain of operations in which NATO must
defend itself as effectively as it does in the air, on land, and at sea. Cyber defence is part of NATO core task of
olle ti e defe e. I : Warsa “u
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participating in the meeting of North Atlantic Council in Warsaw 8-9 July 2016.
35
The Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030. Prague 2015. Available at:
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36
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CONCLUSION
The authors of this paper intended to assess the scope of changes in the pursuit of
the Czech Republic defence policy adaptation to the wide spectrum of security
challenges, which are both military and non-military in their nature. This assessment
was conducted in the context of a wider NATO response to the dynamic change of
global security environment after 2014.
This article assessed the Czech Defence policy adaptation in the following domains:
(1) political; (2) military; (3) administrative; (4) economical; and (5) societal and offers
several ideas for further improvement.
It see s that the Cze h politi al leadership’s attitude to defe e atters has
evolved dramatically over the last two years, mostly due to the Russian aggression,
influx of refugees and increasing scope of terrorist activities in European capitals.
Outcome of this effort might be split into several areas. First of all, the decline of
defence budget has been stopped and hopefully will be reversed in the near future
(from current 1.06% to 1.44% of GDP by 2020), yet still far away from the NATO
benchmark of 2%. Secondly, several strategic documents were amended so they
reflect new security realities and implications, e.g. the Long Term Perspective for
Defence 2030 and Concept of the Czech Armed Forces 2025 are based on different sets
of strategic assumptions. Thirdly, the required capability of the armed forces is subject
to reconsideration in order to enhance their preparedness and readiness. In addition
to that the defence system, as a whole, requires enhanced resilience and proper
functioning in terms of mobilisation of all society resources, both material and human.
Nevertheless, implementation of the updated Czech defence policy still faces
significant obstacles. Critical is the performance of the acquisition system and
recruitment of young military professionals.
Key strategic level recommendations for the Czech defence policy reinforcement
encompasses following ideas: (1) thoughtful amendment of the Czech political-military
ambitions inadequately stipulated in the Czech Republic Defence Strategy while
properly addressing the shift in our security environment; (2) reconsideration of our
armed forces posture and readiness parameters based on the sound defence plan of
the Czech Republic taking in consideration variety of employment modalities stemming
from the set of potential planning scenarios; (3) ensuring sustainable support for
defence policy implementation through the provision of adequate resources while
keeping up with the political commitments made in Wales and Warsaw; (4) putting
even more emphasis on effectiveness and efficiency, overall performance, enhanced
transparency and accountability.
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